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CadStd Lite is a CAD platform
that allows you to draw sketches,
boxes and other components for
construction and manufacturing.
The software is ideal for creating
architectural designs, blueprints,
parts of mechanical parts, etc.
Key Features: User-friendly
interface CAD tools for
architectural designs, blueprints
and drafting Basic text editing
tools Advanced measurement and
drafting tools CAD drawings or
blueprints in DXF, DWG or PDF
format Save your files in JPG,
DWG, DXF and PDF formats CAD
drawing interface in DXF, DWG or
PDF format Basic text editing



tools Basic font, shape and line
drawing tools Advanced
measurement and drafting tools
Requirements: Windows XP/
Vista/ Windows 7/ Windows 8
CPU: Intel Pentium I2 RAM: 512
MB CD-DVD-R Drive PC-TOOL
CAD software CAD drawing in
DXF, DWG or PDF format 1GB
free disk space CadStd Lite
download Cadstd Lite
Description: CadStd Lite is a CAD
platform that allows you to draw
sketches, boxes and other
components for construction and
manufacturing. The software is
ideal for creating architectural
designs, blueprints, parts of
mechanical parts, etc. Key
Features: User-friendly interface



CAD tools for architectural
designs, blueprints and drafting
Basic text editing tools Advanced
measurement and drafting tools
CAD drawings or blueprints in
DXF, DWG or PDF format Save
your files in JPG, DWG, DXF and
PDF formats CAD drawing
interface in DXF, DWG or PDF
format Basic text editing tools
Basic font, shape and line drawing
tools Advanced measurement and
drafting tools Requirements:
Windows XP/ Vista/ Windows 7/
Windows 8 CPU: Intel Pentium I2
RAM: 512 MB CD-DVD-R Drive
PC-TOOL CAD software CAD
drawing in DXF, DWG or PDF
format 1GB free disk space
CadStd Lite download Cadstd Lite



Description: Cadstd Lite is a CAD
platform that allows you to draw
sketches, boxes and other
components for construction and
manufacturing. The software is
ideal for creating architectural
designs, blueprints, parts of
mechanical parts, etc. Key
Features: User-friendly interface
CAD tools for architectural
designs, blueprints and drafting
Basic text editing tools
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Extracts small chunks of selected
text, either from the current or
the preceding line, and stores it in



a new string. TEXTAT: Extracts
the text in the current line and
places it into a new string.
XITEXT: Exits a line or paragraph,
leaving no selection. EDIT:
Removes the selected text from
the current line. PAGE: Displays
the current page, if any. PAGE:
Displays the next page, if any.
TEXTR: Extracts the text from the
line into a string. TEXTR: Extracts
the text from the current line,
pastes it into a new string and
displays it. SHOW: Displays the
selected text. HIDE: Makes the
selected text invisible.
SHOWTEXT: Displays the
selected text with the current
color. SETFONT: Replaces the
selected text with the selected



font. ITEM: Replaces the selected
text with the item text. PASTE:
Inserts the text from the clipboard
into the current line. CHECK:
Puts a check mark at the position
indicated by the cursor.
DELETET: Deletes the selected
text from the current line.
BEHEAD: Replaces the text in the
current line with the item to be
beheaded. ADDIN: Adds the item
number after the current text.
REMOVE: Removes the item
number from the current text.
REMOVET: Removes the item
number from the current text.
DELETETR: Deletes the item text
from the current line. DELETETC:
Deletes the item text from the
current line. PASTEBR: Inserts



the beheaded item text after the
current text. PASTEIT: Inserts the
item text after the current text.
SELECTALL: Selects all text in
the current line or all lines if the
current line is part of a
paragraph. UNSELECTALL:
Unselects all text in the current
line or all lines if the current line
is part of a paragraph. SHOWALL:
Displays all text in the current
line or all lines if the current line
is part of a paragraph. CLONE:
Copies the current line to the
clipboard. CLONET: Cop
2edc1e01e8
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The CadStd Lite constructional
drawing program is designed for
architects, engineers and
students. With this user friendly
program, building parts, even
building plans can be designed.
You can draw simple shapes, as
well as complex ones. Line and
polyline tools are provided for you
to choose from. You can insert
simple 3D primitives. The
important features include you
can change the angles of walls,
and you can add more than one
arc. You can add loads of wall
sections. You can save drawings
as.dx or.dwg files. CadStd Lite
features: • Available for Windows



98/Me/2000/XP/2003 • Graphical
user interface (GUI) • Built-in 3D
view to show more complex
designs • Use multiple
applications at the same time •
Edit and analyze drawings • View
work history • Change the
drawing direction • Adjust
standard and custom sizes • Draw
wall sections • Insert doors and
windows • Draw planar and 3D
objects • Select shape by points •
Collapse and expand walls and
doors • Import and export
drawings in different formats •
Export to DWG, DXF, HPGL,
AutoCAD and other formats •
Calculate area, length, and angle
• Constructs objects like line, arc,
rectangle, circle and lines •



Different types of blue prints •
You can create multi page
drawings{ "CVE_data_meta": {
"ASSIGNER": "cve@mitre.org",
"ID": "CVE-2008-4819", "STATE":
"PUBLIC" }, "affects": { "vendor":
{ "vendor_data": [ { "product": {
"product_data": [ {
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CadStd Lite is the standard
format for architectural
blueprints and is recognized by
the likes of UKCad, BricsCAD,
Australia Design, Austria 2D, and
others. CadStd Lite is an open,
concise and affordable format
that is easy to use and export in a
plethora of CAD programs. It is
also used to archive and share
designs and is recognised by the
US military and most CAD
companies. CadStd Lite is a
standard and recognised format
for designing architectural
blueprints that is recognised by
many CAD companies. It is easy
to use and export for a variety of
software programs, such as
AutoCAD, ArchiCAD, AutoCad LT,



Deltop, ProCAD, Indesign and
many more. 2D & 3D CAD
application CadStd Lite is a 2D &
3D drafting format that is an
industry standard for the
designing of architectural
blueprints. CadStd Lite is used in
a variety of construction projects
from residential and industrial to
educational and military. CAD
companies, such as UKCad,
BricsCAD, Australia Design,
Austria 2D and others recognise
the format and it is the standard
that is used for archiving, sharing
and design. The most common
application of CadStd Lite is the
construction of building plans and
blueprints for residential and
commercial projects. The



drawings can be used to capture
the construction stage and show
the design in one cohesive
document, saving hours of
drafting time. Architectural
design for commercial, residential
and industrial projects CadStd
Lite is the ideal architectural
drafting application for the
creation of plans and blueprints
for residential and commercial
projects. Residential projects may
include extensions, new rooms,
renovations, floor plan and other
projects. For commercial projects
it could include renovations,
additions or the addition of a new
department. CadStd Lite is a
standard format that is a trade
mark for the world of



architecture. CadStd Lite is
recognised by the US military,
their contractors and the CAD
industry. The format is used to
archive and share design
documents. CAD compatible
format CadStd Lite is a CAD
compatible format for the creation
of blueprints, drawings and plans.
CadStd Lite is an industry
standard and recognised format,
recognised by UKCad, Australia
Design, Austria 2D and others.
UKCad is an award winning CAD
software provider that offers CAD
compatible formats including:
CAD compatible format
(Architectural) CAD format
(Architectural) CAD compatible
format (Construction) CAD format



(Construction) CAD compatible
format (Manufacturing) CAD
format (Manufacturing) CAD
compatible format
(Manufacturing) CAD format
(Manufacturing) CAD compatible
format (Construction) CAD format
(Construction) CAD compatible
format (Manufacturing) CAD
format (Manufacturing) C



System Requirements:

Minimum: Macintosh OS X v10.10
or later 2GHz processor 4GB RAM
40GB free storage DVD-RW drive
or USB hard drive Graphics:
SVGA card with texture anti-
aliasing on 1280x1024 screen
resolution OpenGL 2.1 or later
DirectX 9 or later Sound: 6
channel audio card USB 2.0 audio
interface Peripherals: [*]Optional:
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